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Abstract—In this work, it is revealed that an acyclic multicast
network that is scalar linearly solvable over Galois Field of two
elements, GF (2), is solvable over all higher finite fields. An
algorithm which, given a GF (2) solution for an acyclic multicast
network, computes the solution over any arbitrary finite field

is presented. The concept of multicast matroid is introduced in
this paper. Gammoids and their base-orderability along with the
regularity of a binary multicast matroid are used to prove the
results.

I. INTRODUCTION

A multicast network (henceforth denoted by N ), is a finite

directed acyclic multigraph G = (E ;V) with a unique source

node s and a set of receivers T . The source generates a set

of ω symbols from a fixed symbol alphabet and will transmit

them to all receivers through the network. The sets of input

links and output links of a node t are denoted by In(t)
and Out(t) respectively. A pair of links (d, e) is called an

adjacent pair if d ∈ In(t) and e ∈ Out(t) for some t ∈ V .

The capacity of each link is assumed to be unity, i.e., one

symbol can be transmitted on each link. For a node t, the

value of a maximum flow from the source node s to node t
is denoted by maxflow(t). Any receiver node t ∈ T , has

at least ω edge-disjoint paths starting at the source s, i.e.

maxflow(t) ≥ ω; ∀t ∈ T . N is solvable if all receivers

can recover all the ω source symbols from their respective

received symbols. When |T | > 1, routing is insufficient to

guarantee network solvability.

The idea of network coding was first introduced by Ashwede

et al. in [1]. The work stated that some network coding solution

always exists over a sufficiently large alphabet. It was further

shown in [2] that when the symbol alphabet is algebraically

modelled as a sufficiently large finite field, linear network

coding is sufficient to yield a solution. In a linear network code

[3], all the information symbols are regarded as elements of a

finite field F called the base field. These include the symbols

that are generated by the source as well as the symbols

transmitted on the links. The symbol transmitted on an output

link (an output symbol) of a node is a linear combination of all

the symbols transmitted on the input links (input symbols) of

that node. Encoding and decoding are based on linear algebra

defined on the base field.

Koetter and Medard [4] laid out an algebraic approach to

network coding and proved that a linear network code is

guaranteed whenever the field size q is larger than ω times the

number of receivers, i.e., q ≥ ω|T |. The field size requirement

for the existence of a linear solution was further relaxed

to q > |T | in [5]. For single-source network coding, the

Jaggi-Sanders algorithm [6] provides a construction of linear

network codes that achieves the max-flow min-cut bound for

network information flow.

Matroid theory is a branch of mathematics founded by Whit-

ney [7]. It deals with the abstraction of various independence

relations such as linear independence in vector spaces or the

acyclic property in graph theory. In a network, the messages

coming into a non-source node t, and the messages in the

outgoing links of a node t are dependent. In [8], this network

form of dependence was connected with the matroid definition

of dependence and a general method of constructing networks

from matroids was developed. Using this technique several

well-known matroid examples were converted into networks

that carry over similar properties.

Kim and Medard [12] showed that a network is scalar-

linearly solvable if and only if the network is a matroidal

network associated with a representable matroid over a finite

field. They proved that determining scalar-linear solvability of

a network is equivalent to finding a representable matroid over

a finite field and a valid network-matroid mapping.

Sun et al. [13] revealed that for a multicast network, a linear

solution over a given finite field does not necessarily imply the

existence of a linear solution over all larger finite fields. Their

work showed that not only the field size, but the order of

subgroups in the multiplicative group of a finite field affects

the linear solvability.

They proved that on an acyclic multicast network, if there

is a linear solution over GF (q), it is not necessary that there

is a linear solution over every GF (q∗) with q∗ ≥ q. In a

multicast network, the coding vectors of a Linear Network

Code (LNC) naturally induces a representable matroid on the

edge set, and in the strongest sense, this induced representable

matroid is referred to as a network matroid [16], in which

case the linear independence of coding vectors coincides

with the independence structure of edge-disjoint paths [23].

Analogous to a network matroid, a gammoid in matroid theory

characterizes the independence of node-disjoint paths in a

directed graph. Concluding the discussions of the paper, Sun

et al. [13] conjectured that if a multicast network is linearly

solvable over GF (2), it is linearly solvable over all finite

fields.

In this paper, it is proved that an acyclic multicast network

that is linearly solvable over GF (2) is linearly solvable over
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all finite fields. First, a matroid called the multicast matroid

is introduced. Further, it is proved that the multicast matroid

is a gammoid. Further, it is shown how any F-linear solution

for N gives an F-representation for the multicast matroid. It is

then shown that given a GF (2) solvable multicast network, its

multicast matroid is binary and base-orderable. The existence

of solution over all fields follows from the regularity of this

matroid.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows:

• Section II introduces some notations and conventions that

are used in this paper.

• In Section III the following concepts are detailed: linear

network codes, linear multicast, matroid and its dual,

graphic matroids, totally-unimodular matrix, transversal

matroids, gammoids, induced matroid of an LNC and

series-parallel extension of a matroid.

• The novel concept of multicast matroids is defined and

discussed in Section IV.

• Section V discusses the base-orderability of multicast

matroids.

• In Section VI, it is proved that if a multicast network is

solvable over GF (2) it is solvable over all higher fields.

• Given a multicast network that is solvable over GF (2),
it is possible to obtain the solution over an arbitrary field

F, starting with a solution over GF (2). This algorithm is

detailed in Section VII.

• Section VIII concludes the discussions.

II. CONVENTIONS

In a multicast network N , a message generated at the source

node s consists of ω symbols in the base field F. Let these

be x1, x2, . . . , xω . This message is represented by a 1 × ω
row vector x ∈ F

ω. At a node t in the network, the ensemble

of received symbols from In(t) is mapped to a symbol in

F specific to each output link in Out(t) and the symbol is

sent on that link. The set of receivers is denoted by T =
{T1, T2, . . . , T|T |}.

For a natural number n, [n] shall denote the set

{1, 2, . . . , n}.

A sequence of links e1, e2, . . . , el is called a path leading

to a node t if e1 ∈ In(s), el ∈ In(t), and (ej , ej+1) is an

adjacent pair for all 1 ≤ j ≤ l − 1. Two directed paths P1

and P2 in G are edge-disjoint if the two paths do not share a

common link. For i ∈ [|T |], there exist ω edge-disjoint paths

Pi1, Pi2, . . . , Piω leading to the receiver Ti. If | Out(s) |> ω,

the ω imaginary edges of the source are assumed to come from

a super source node, s′. The source node s and its ω imaginary

incoming edges are then included in V and E respectively.

III. BACKGROUND

This section defines some terminologies in network coding

and matroid theory from existing literature, which are used

during exposition of results in the sections to follow. A well

acquainted reader may skip this section and refer back for

clarity if unfamiliar terms are encountered.

A. Linear Network Code

Definition 1 (Global Description of a Linear Network Code

(See [3], Ch. 19)). An ω dimensional linear network code on

an acyclic network over a base field F consists of a scalar

kd,e ∈ F for every adjacent pair of links (d, e) in the network

as well as a column ω-vector fe for every link e such that:

1) fe =
∑

d∈In(t) kd,efd for e ∈ Out (t).
2) The vectors fe for the ω imaginary links e ∈ In(s) form

the standard basis of the vector space F
ω.

The vector fe is called global encoding kernel for a link e.

Initially, the source s generates a message x as a row ω-

vector. The symbols in x are regarded as being received by

source node s on the ω imaginary links as x.fd, d ∈ In (s).
Starting at the source node s, any node t in the network

receives the symbols x.fd, d ∈ In (t), from which it calculates

the symbol x.fe for sending on each link e ∈ Out (t) as:

x.fe = x
∑

d∈In(t)

kd,efd =
∑

d∈In(t)

kd,e (x.fd) .

In this way, the symbol x.fe is transmitted on any link e in

the network.

Given the local encoding kernels (kd,e) for all the links

in an acyclic network, the global encoding kernels can be

calculated recursively in any upstream-to-downstream order.

A linear network code can thus be specified by either the

global encoding kernels or the local encoding kernels.

B. Linear Multicast

In a multicast network, for a non-source node t with

maxflow(t) ≥ ω (i.e. every receiver node), there exist ω
edge-disjoint paths from the ω imaginary incoming links of s
to ω distinct links in In(t). A multicast network is solvable

over F if and only if each receiver is able to decode ω messages

produced by the source.

For a non-source node t, let the vector space generated by

the global encoding kernels of the edges in In(t) be denoted

by Vt.

Definition 2 (Linear Multicast [3], Ch. 19). An ω-dimensional

linear network code on an acyclic network qualifies as a linear

multicast if dim(Vt) = ω for every non-source node t with

maxflow (t) ≥ ω.

C. Matroid

Definition 3. A matroid M (See [14], Ch. 1) is an ordered

pair (E, I) consisting of a finite set E and a collection I of

subsets of E having the following three properties:

1) φ ∈ I.

2) If I ∈ I and I ′ ⊆ I , then I ′ ∈ I.

3) If I1 and I2 are in I and |I1| < |I2|, then there is an

element e of I2 − I1 such that I1 ∪ e ∈ I.

D. Dual of a Matroid

Definition 4. Let M be a matroid and B∗(M) be {E(M)−B :
B ∈ B(M)}, then B∗(M) is the set of bases of a matroid on

E(M), called the dual of M .



E. Graphic matroids

Definition 5. (Graphic matroid [14], Ch. 5) Let E be the set

of edges of a graph G and C be the set of edge sets of cycles

of G. Then C is the set of circuits of a matroid on E, called

the cycle matroid or polygon matroid of G.

Any matroid that is isomorphic to the cycle matroid of a

graph is called a graphic matroid.

Graphic matroids form a fundamental class of matroids with

numerous results and operations related to graphs having their

counterparts for matroids. It is well known that every graphic

matroid M(G) is regular, i.e., M(G) is representable over all

finite fields. Also, the dual of M(G), M∗(G) is also regular

[14].

Oxley [14] states that given a graph G, a representation

for its graphic matroid M(G) can be obtained by using the

following construction. Form a directed graph D(G) from G
by arbitrarily assigning a direction to each edge. Let AD(G) =
[aij ] denote the incidence matrix of D(G), where

aij =











1, if vertex i is the tail of non-loop arc j; ,

−1, if vertex i is the head of non-loop arc j;,

0, otherwise.
(1)

Then AD(G) represents M(G) over an arbitrary field F

(refer [14] Lemma 5.1.3 for proof).

F. Totally-unimodular Matrix

Definition 6 (Totally-unimodular matrix [15], Ch. 2). A matrix

of real numbers is totally unimodular if the determinant of

every square submatrix is 1,−1 or 0.

A matroid is regular if its representation matrix is totally

unimodular ( [14], Ch. 6). For a graphic matroid, as discussed

before, M(G) = M [AD(G)]. But AD(G) is a (0,±1)-matrix

whose every column has at most one 1 and one −1. In other

words, AD(G) is totally unimodular (see [14] Ch. 5, Lemma

5.1.4). This establishes the regularity of a graphic matroid and

also its representation over an arbitrary field F. These concepts

shall be used in the algorithm presented in Section VII of this

paper.

G. Transversal Matroids

Let A be a family (A1, A2, . . . , Am) of subsets of a set

S. A transversal or a system of distinct representatives of

(A1, A2, . . . , Am) is a subset {e1, e2, . . . , em} of S such that

ej ∈ Aj for all j ∈ [m] and e1, e2, . . . , em are distinct. In

other words, T is a transversal of (Aj : j ∈ J) if there is a

bijection ψ : J → T such that ψ(j) ∈ Aj for all j in J .

If X ⊆ S, then X is a partial transversal of Aj : j ∈ J , if

for some subset K of J , X is a transversal of (Aj : j ∈ K).

Definition 7 (Transversal Matroid [14], Ch. 1). Let I be the

set of partial transversals of A. Then I is the collection of

independent sets of a matroid on S called the transversal

matroid.

Partial transversals can also be defined in terms of a match-

ing in a bipartite graph. The bipartite graph associated with A
has vertex set S ∪J and edge set {sj : s ∈ S, j ∈ J, s ∈ Aj}.

A matching in a graph is a set of edges in the graph no two of

which have a common endpoint. A subset X of S is a partial

transversal of A iff there is a matching in the bipartite graph

in which every edge has one end-point in X [14].

H. Gammoids

The class of matroids knows as gammoids was first dis-

covered by Perfect [11]. Though considered to be difficult to

handle, gammoids are closely related to transversal matroids.

Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph with vertex set V and

edge set E. When A,B ⊂ V , there exists a linking of A onto

B if for some bijection α : A→ B we can find node-disjoint

paths (Pv : v ∈ A) in G such that Pv has initial vertex v and

terminal vertex α(v).

Definition 8 (Gammoids [15], Ch. 13). Choose a fixed subset

B of V and let L(G,B) denote the collection of subsets of V
which can be linked to B. That is X ∈ L(G,B) if there exists

a Y ⊆ B such that there is a linking of X onto Y . L(G,B)
is the collection of independent sets of a matroid on V .

Any matroid which can be obtained from a directed graph

G and some subset B of V (G) in this way, is called a strict

gammoid. A gammoid is a matroid which is obtained by

restricting a strict gammoid L(G,B) to some subset of V .

A matroid is a strict gammoid if and only if its dual matroid

is transversal (see [15], Ch. 13, Theorem 2). This duality shall

be exploited in the proof of Lemma IV.4.

I. Induced Matroid

Definition 9 (Induced Matroid of a Linear Network Code

[16]). Given a network N and a linear network code L over

F. Let M be the matrix obtained by juxtaposing all the | E |
global encoding kernels of the network code. Let I be the

family of sets of edges whose global encoding kernels are

linearly independent. Then (E , I) is the matroid induced by

the network code L of N and is denoted by MIN (E , I).

Among the class of induced matroids, the network matroid

has the maximum family of independent sets [16]. The matroid

induced by a generic linear network code [3] is a represen-

tation of the network matroid. In a linear multicast, not all

bases of the network matroid need be the bases of the induced

matroid.

J. Series-parallel Extension of a Matroid

Let M be a matroid on S, let x ∈ S and suppose y /∈ S.

Definition 10 (Series extension of a matroid ( [15], Ch. 2 )).

The series extension of M at x by y is the matroid sM(x, y)
on S ∪ y which has as its bases the sets of the form:

1) B ∪ y; B is a base of M , or

2) B ∪ x; B a base of M , x /∈ B.

Definition 11 (Parallel extension of a matroid ( [15], Ch.2 )).

The parallel extension of M is the matroid pM(x, y) on S∪y



which has as its bases the sets of the form:

1) B is a base of M , or

2) (B\x) ∪ y; x ∈ B, B a base of M .

Definition 12 (Series-parallel extension of a matroid [15],

Ch.2). A series-parallel extension of a matroid M is a matroid

which can be obtained from M by successive series and

parallel extensions.

IV. MULTICAST MATROID

This section introduces and details the concept of multicast

matroid in the context of a linearly solvable multicast network.

A. Defining a Multicast Matroid

In a multicast network N of dimension ω, each receiver

Ti ∈ T is connected to the ω edges of the source through

ω edge-disjoint paths For a network N , consider any one

receiver, say, T1 and its ω edge-disjoint paths. Let the set of

edges that form the ω edge-disjoint paths of T1 be E1.

A bipartite graph H(S, T,E) is formed as follows:

S =
{

ei; ei ∈ E1
}

, (2)

T =
{

êi; ei ∈ E1\{e1, e2, . . . , eω}
}

, (3)

E =
{

(ei, êi); ei ∈ E1\{e1, e2, . . . , eω}
}

⋃

{

(ei, êj); ei ∈ E1, ej is the edge succeeding ei

in one of the ω edge-disjoint paths
}

. (4)

Here, the set S is a copy of the edge set E1 and the set T
is a disjoint copy of E1 excluding the ω edges of Out(s).

The bipartite graph obtained from the edge-disjoint paths of

receiver T1 for the network in Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 2.

S

T1 T2

e1

e2

e3

e4

e5 e6 e8 e9

e10 e11 e12 e13 e14 e15

e7

e17 e18 e19 e20

e21

e16

T3

Fig. 1. A single-source multicast network with three receivers

In the lemmas [IV.1, IV.2], T denotes an arbitrary receiver

Ti ∈ T , P1, P2, . . . , Pω denote its ω edge-disjoint paths and

H(S, T,E) is the corresponding bipartite graph.

e1

e2

e3

e6

e9

e10

e11

e15

e16

e21

ê6

ê9

ê10

ê11

ê15

ê16

ê21

S
T

Fig. 2. Bipartite graph H constructed from edge-disjoint paths of T1.

Lemma IV.1. If there is a perfect matching in H from the

nodes in S−B to T , there exist ω edge-disjoint paths from s
to the edges in B of the network.

Proof. Consider a set of nodes S − B such that there exists

a perfect matching in H. Let B = {ea1
, ea2

, . . . , ea|B|
}. In H,

the nodes {e1, e2, . . . , eω}\B must necessarily be matched to

the succeeding edge in the edge-disjoint paths P1, P2, . . . , Pω

respectively. This is because, in H there is only one edge from

each node in {e1, e2, . . . , eω} to T . Let these nodes in T be

{êi1 , êi2 , . . . , êiω}.

Now, the nodes {ei1 , ei2 , . . . , eiω}\B must be matched to

the succeeding edge in paths P1, P2, . . . , Pω respectively. This

is because, any node eij can be matched to either êij or its

succeeding edge in Pj path. This would progressively continue

until nodes B̂ = {êa, êb, . . . , ê|B|} have been matched. Thus,

a perfect matching in H from S−B to T always implies the

existence of ω edge-disjoint paths from the source to edges in

B.

Lemma IV.2. If there are ω edge-disjoint paths in N from s
to the edges in B, there always exists a perfect matching in

H from the nodes in S −B to T .

Proof. There are ω edge-disjoint paths from s to B in the

network N , given by P1,P2, . . . ,Pω. A perfect matching M
from S −B to T can be constructed as follows:

M =
{

∪ω
i=1 {(ej, êk) ∈ E : ek is the edge succeeding ej

in path Pi

}

⋃

{

(ek, êk) ∈ E : ek /∈ Pi, ∀i ∈ [ω]
}

(5)

Because any edge in N is in exactly one of the ω paths or

none of them, M is a perfect matching between S−B and T
in H(S, T,E).



Lemma IV.3. A matroid M is a strict gammoid if and only

if its dual matroid M∗ is transversal (see [15], Ch. 13).

Lemma IV.4. In a multicast network (V , E , s), consider any

one receiver say Ti. Let the ω edge-disjoint paths from the

imaginary edges of the source to Ti be Pi1, Pi2, . . . , Piω . Let

the subset of edges constituting these ω paths be Ei ⊆ E . Let

B be the family of subsets X ⊆ Ei, which satisfies that there

are ω edge-disjoint paths from the source to edges in X . Then,

(Ei,B) forms a matroid MGi
which is a strict gammoid, with

B as the set of bases.

Proof. Using Lemmas IV.1 and IV.2 it is clear that the

matroid MGi
is the dual of the tranversal matroid induced

from the bipartite graph H , where H(S, T,E) is constructed

starting with the edge-disjoint paths of receiver Ti. From

Lemma IV.3, MGi
is a strict gammoid.

Theorem IV.1. Given a multicast network N that is scalar

linearly solvable over F. Let Ei denote the set of edges in

ω edge-disjoint paths of a receiver Ti, i ∈ [|T |]. The vector

matroid MIN induced by an F-linear network code, when

restricted to the edges in Ei gives an F-representation of the

gammoid MGi
.

Proof. By definition, in a multicast network of dimension ω
there are ω edge-disjoint paths from the source to each of the

receivers. Consider these ω paths from the source s to any

of the receivers, say, Ti. Let X ⊂ Ei be the set of ω edges

that constitute a cut along these edge-disjoint paths separating

s and Ti. Any F-linear multicast exists only if, the ω global

encoding kernels fei ; ∀ ei ∈ X are linearly independent. This

precisely satisfies the requirements for bases of the gammoid

MGi
.

Next, a new matroid called the multicast matroid is defined.

As discussed in Lemma IV.4, we have |T | strict gammoids

MG1
,MG2

, . . . ,MG|T |
in the network N . Also recall the

definition of parallel extension of a matroid (Definition 11).

Definition 13 (Multicast Matroid). Given a linear multicast

over a base field F, on a multicast network N . Let the ω
edge-disjoint paths from s to receiver T2 be P21, P22, . . . , P2ω .

Let B1 ⊂ E2 be such that fB1
= {fek1 , fe2 , . . . , feω}, where

ek1
is the edge succeeding e1 in path P21. We know that,

fB = {fe1 , fe2 , . . . , feω} is a basis of the matroid MG1
.

fB1
= ({fe1 , fe2 , . . . , feω}\fe1) ∪ fek1 .

Clearly, fB1
was obtained by parallel extension of the basis

fB at e1. By extending fB at each of e2, e3, . . . , eω we get

fBi
= (fB\fei) ∪ feki , i ∈ 2, 3 . . . , ω; where eki

is the edge

succeeding ei in path P2i. In this way, every other basis in

MG2
can be obtained progressively by extending the bases

fB1
, fB2

, . . . , fBω
.

Likewise, the bases of each of the gammoids

MG3
,MG4

, . . .MG|T |
can be obtained by parallel extension.

The matroid M which is so obtained as a parallel extension

of the strict gammoid MG1
(given in Lemma IV.4) is called

the multicast matroid. The ground-set of M is the set of all

global encoding kernels of N , fE = {fe1 , fe2 , . . . , fe|E|
}. The

rank of M is ω.

Theorem IV.2. Multicast matroid is a gammoid.

Proof. A series-parallel extension of a gammoid is a gammoid

(see [15], Ch. 14). By Definition 13, the multicast matroid

is a parallel extension of the strict gammoid MG1
. Hence,

multicast matroid is a gammoid.

Example 1. For the butterfly network in Fig. 3, we have two

strict gammoids MG1
and MG2

.

e1 e2

e3 e4

e5 e6
e7

e8 e9

s

Fig. 3. A butterfly network

For MG1
(E1,B1):

E1 = {e1, e2, e4, e5, e6, e8}

B1 =
{

{e1, e2}, {e1, e4}, {e1, e6}, {e1, e8},

{e5, e2}, {e5, e4}, {e5, e6}, {e5, e8}
}

. (6)

For MG2
(E2,B2):

E2 = {e1, e2, e3, e6, e7, e9}

B2 =
{

{e1, e2}, {e3, e2}, {e6, e2}, {e9, e2},

{e1, e7}, {e3, e7}, {e6, e7}, {e9, e7}
}

. (7)

For the multicast matroid M(fE ,B),

B =
{

{fe1 , fe2}, {fe1 , fe4}, {fe1, fe6}, {fe1 , fe8}, {fe5 , fe2},

{fe5 , fe4}, {fe5 , fe6}, {fe5 , fe8}, {fe3 , fe2}, {fe6, fe2},

{fe9 , fe2}, {fe1 , fe7}, {fe3 , fe7}, {fe6,e7}, {fe9, fe7}
}

.

V. BASE ORDERABILITY OF THE MULTICAST MATROID

Definition 14 (Base orderable matroid [15]). A matroid M on

S is base-orderable if for any two bases B1, B2 of M there

exists a bijection π : B1 → B2 such that both (B1 \x)∪π(x)
and (B2 \ π(x)) ∪ x are bases of M for each x ∈ B1. Such a

π is called an exchange ordering for B1, B2.

Lemma V.1. Gammoids are base orderable. (See [15], Ch.14,

Th.1).

Theorem V.1. The multicast matroid M is base-orderable.



Proof. Using Theorem IV.2, the multicast matroid M is a

gammoid. Using lemma V.1, gammoids are base-orderable.

Hence proved.

VI. MULTICAST NETWORK SOLVABLE OVER GF(2) AND

ITS MULTICAST MATROID

In this section, the main result of the paper is given. Starting

with a multicast network N (V , E) that is solvable over GF (2)
it is proved that N is solvable over all fields.

Lemma VI.1. If a matroid is binary and base-orderable, it is

graphic [15] .

Thus, given a multicast network that is solvable overGF (2),
we have the following theorem regarding its multicast matroid.

Theorem VI.1. The multicast matroid M of a network that

is scalar linearly solvable over GF (2) is graphic.

Proof. Given a multicast network N that is solvable over

GF (2). Thus, global encoding kernels in the linear multicast

over GF (2) gives a representation for the multicast matroid

M. This implies that M is is now a binary matroid. Using the-

orem V.1, M is base-orderable. Hence, using lemma VI.1, M
is graphic when N is scalar linearly solvable over GF (2).

Lemma VI.2. The graphic matroid of a graph G is repre-

sentable over all fields and hence is regular [14].

Theorem VI.2. A multicast network sovable over GF (2) is

solvable over all higher fields.

Proof. Given a multicast network N that is solvable over

GF (2). Using theorem VI.1, its multicast matroid is graphic

and hence regular.

Thus, N is matroidal with respect to a regular matroid M
and hence scalar linearly solvable over all fields ( [12]). The

columns in an F-representation of M serve as global encoding

kernels feis of the corresponding F-linear solution of N .

VII. OBTAINING THE SOLUTION OVER AN ARBITRARY

FINITE FIELD

This section details an algorithm to find the linear network

coding solution over an arbitrary finite field starting with a

linear multicast over GF (2).
The discussion on graphic matroids in Section III-E shows

how a binary representation matrix with at most two non-zeros

per column is obtained for any graphic matroid.

Definition 15. A binary matrix B is graphic if it can be

transformed using elementary row operations to a matrix that

has at most 2 non-zeros per column [14].

Section III-F discusses the concept of totally-unimodular

matrices and their close relation with graphic matroids.

Lemma VII.1. A (0,±1)−matrix is a real matrix with every

entry in {0, 1,−1}. Let A be a (0,±1)-matrix whose every

column has at most one 1 and one −1. Then A is totally

unimodular (See [14], Ch. 5 ).

Given a multicast network N (V , E , s) with its solution over

GF (2), the linear solution over an arbitrary field F is obtained

as follows:

1) Write the |E| global encoding kernels fe; e ∈ E in

juxtaposition to obtain the binary matrix B.

2) From Theorem VI.1, the multicast matroid M of a

network solvable over GF (2) is graphic. Hence, any

representation matrix B, for the matroid M is graphic.

Hence, perform row operations to get a representation

matrix B′ with at most two 1s in every column.

3) Sign the binary matrix B′ to get a totally unimodular

matrix B. This can be done by simply ensuring that

each column of B has at most one 1 and one −1.

4) View the matrix B over an arbitrary field F. Each

column of B
′ gives the global encoding kernel of

its corresponding edge, in an F-linear solution of the

network N .

Example 2. The solution over GF (2) for the network in Fig.1

is shown in Fig.4. Juxtaposing the global encoding kernels, we

get the following representation matrix for M:

B =





1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1
0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1



.

S

T1 T2

x1

x2

x3

x1

x1 x2 x3 x3

x1 x1 + x2 x2
x2 + x3

x3 x1 + x3

x2

x1 + x2
x2 + x3 x2 + x3 x1 + x3

x1 + x3

x1 + x2

T3

Fig. 4. A single-source multicast network with three receivers

A signing of the matrix B to get a real totally unimodular

matrix B is shown below:





1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1
0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 −1 1 1 0 0 −1 −1 1 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 −1 1 −1 0 0 −1 −1 −1 −1



 .

Suppose, we need the solution over F5. When viewed over

F5, the matrix B becomes:

B
′ =





1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1
0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 4 1 1 0 0 4 4 1 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 4 1 4 0 0 4 4 4 4



 .



Each column of B′ represents the global encoding kernel for

every edge in N for a solution over F5.

VIII. CONCLUSION

This paper proves the conjecture that if a multicast network

is linearly solvable over GF(2) it is solvable over all higher

finite fields. Also, given a multicast network that is solvable

over GF(2), an algorithm to obtain the solution over an

arbitrary field F from the solution over GF (2) has been

worked out.
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